Abstract

Image compression using hardware approach is emerging area for researchers. Paper focuses on a new technique using digital camera using the Evaluator-9t development board (ARM9TDMI) and the OVT9650 digital imaging sensor for compression of Bit Map Images. Uncompressed images taken by the image sensor and then compressed using JPEG compression using ARM processor. Compressed images then transferred to Desktop computer pertaining 32-bit Windows operating system. Compressed image follows all the steps involved in JPEG compression technique. We have used various techniques like Digital imaging, Image compression technologies, embedded application of JPEG compression, ARM microcontrollers Serial communication. Most important factor in image processing is to compress image which helps a lot in world of digital consumer application like handheld mobile, digital camera to save memory which is the most expensive thing in this era. So we need a new approach to do this and that is most recent and fastest way to compress the image using JPEG compression standard. This design can be used for digital photography applications to achieve low computation, low storage. It is a competitive solution for scanner to have compression, function embedded for scanner to solve the bandwidth problem between PC and scanner.
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